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My style of photography

Factor Examples

Planning Apps: TPE/Sun Scout, tides4fishing, WeatherPro/Yr.no
Other: Notes, FB, Albums, Pinterest, Photography Guides, TogCast

Subject Water: inland and coastal
Trees: isolated rather than woodland
Patterns: strong geometry – diagonals, symmetry, simplicity
Urban: internal and external

Focal length Starting to prefer longer focal lengths to wide angle (I carry 15-280mm)

Creativity Long exposure, black and white (especially urban); rarely ICM

Time of day Increasingly between the golden hours

Season Winter

Weather Snow, mist, calm for reflections

Processing Common aspect ratios, strong contrast



My approach to workflow in the field
Mnemonic Activity

Caught my eye
• What made you stop in your tracks?
• Don’t forget what made you stop in the first place

Arrangement
• Composition is king

Manual focus
• Live view focusing; remote release; tripod (geared head)
• Apps: Simple DoF, Photographer’s Tools (hyperfocal distance, NF)

Exposure
• Manual mode, expose to the right
• Live view histogram more accurate than camera jpeg histogram
• Filters: graduated neutral density, neutral density, polariser
• Exposure blending
• Apps: LongTime, Lee Filters

Review
• Histogram for exposure (although I take more notice of blinkies)
• Jpeg for composition; zoom in for depth of field; check for flare

Adjust
• Do any of the above need to be adjusted?
• Or is it just the wrong time of day or year for the image you wanted?
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My approach to composition

• Have a good look around, first without your camera

• Work out the horizontal starting and stopping points

• Strive for separation of key subjects

• Then put your camera on your tripod

• Pay attention to the edges and corners, and overall balance

• Foreground objects have to add to the scene

• Thirds/golden ratio is often a good starting point

• Lead-in lines should lead your eye to something interesting

• React quickly if people/animals/objects come into your scene

• I always need to adjust cropping in processing



My approach to processing & printing

• I use Lightroom (Classic) and Nik Efex:
– Dfine if an issue with noise (hand-held photography with high 

ISO)

– Colour Efex Pro Contrast (Dynamic Contrast set at 40) for 
colour

– Silver Efex, harsh/smooth structure for B&W

• I spend between 2 and 5 minutes on an image
• Presets on import: Clarity, Contrast, Saturation, 

Sharpening
• I spend most time on cropping (edges, corners, aspect)
• Sometimes I use minimal split toning of shadows
• Sometimes I create contrast in white balance
• Printing:

– Epson R3000 A3+ printer, equipped with roll feeder for 
panoramics

– Print direct from the RAW file (or tif from Nik Efex)

– Allow LR to sharpen and interpolate, using paper ICC profiles



Practise on local viewpoints

• Landscape photography is a bit hit and miss:
– How many decent sunsets are there each year?

– Of those, on how many occasions were you free to go out?

– Even if your are free, do you know when they will happen?

• Staying local:
– Takes away the frustrations through less travel time

– Allows you to better see the effect of light throughout the 
day and year on the same locations

– Will allow you to discover less obvious viewpoints

– May lead to more sales from local clients



Throw away the tripod (for a day)

• The weight of camera gear can be too restrictive

• With road-side viewpoints, it’s impractical or not safe to set 
up a tripod

• Tripods are not always great in high winds (I have spikes)

• It’s liberating to take shots without a tripod and encourages 
you to explore different viewpoints

• Camera settings:
– A good dynamic range; LR is fantastic at recovering shadow detail

– Auto ISO function with minimum settings for shutter speed depending 
on focal length; I use 1/100s for 24-70 lens (no IS), 1/200s for 70-200 
lens (IS)

– Evaluate what ISO you’re willing to go up for usable images

– I use aperture priority, usually with some exposure compensation

– Use your lens hood



So what if the viewpoint isn’t 
original?

• How many have been on residential workshops?
• No one owns a viewpoint.  They’re iconic for a reason
• You’ll likely be capturing the scene in different light
• Even with iconic locations, you still have to work hard 

on compositions
• Once you’ve bagged the shot, the pressure is off, and 

then you can explore other potential viewpoints
• See if you can recognise the following locations



My photography business
• Confidence and clarity of vision:

– Am I good enough?  

– Be very clear what you want to do and what you don’t want to do.  I’m a 
landscape photographer

• Administration:

– Registered with HMRC as a Partnership

– Use an accountant – need to understand what can be offset; expect to make 
initial losses

– Track income (template for invoices), all expenses (categorised) and mileage

– Business bank account

• Services:

– Prints for sale from A4 to A3+, and panoramics; spend time designing your print 
templates

• Framed vs unframed

• Invest in packaging materials

– 1:1 tuition for beginners, either classroom based or on location

– Commissions

– License images when approached; still considering Stock (Doug Chinnery 
workshop is useful)

• Promotion:

– Website, hosted by Photium (Salford based); flickr

– Social Media: FB, twitter

– Exhibitions

• Costings:

– Don’t undervalue what you have to offer.  Look at what the pros charge

– Be consistent – never do ‘mates rates’

– Video on costings via The Photographer Academy (Mark Cleghorn)



Summary

• Think about and document your photographic style
• Develop a disciplined approach to making pictures
• Composition is king
• Stay local to hone your compositional skills
• Experiment without the tripod – it’s really liberating
• Go on photography workshops
• Have a go at selling your pictures
• Enjoy your landscape photography – don’t worry too 

much about what others (judges!) say
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